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ABSTRACT 
A high percentage of large, h igh -speed compressor trains 
has suffered serious hilurcs which were initiated by shaft cur­
rent damage . These currents are generated by electromagnetic 
effects .  The basic mechanics of various types of shaft currents 
arc briefly reviewed, and the electromagnetic type is discussed 
in detai l .  Part I covers the theory of current generation , 
sources of magnetism,  symptoms, modes of failure , remedial 
action , and case h i stories .  Part II explains in  more detai l how 
small residual magnetic llelds can generate currents , and how 
self-excitation and consequent self-magnetization may occur. 
Principles of demagnetization are also covered . 
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PART I 
INTRODUCTION AND SCOPE 
OF PRESENTATION 
This presentation includes a review of literature and of 
personal experience with a mlmher of serious shaft current 
problems on compressor units . This type of problem is  now a 
major cause of serious damage to equipment, and of fi·equent, 
unscheduled shutdown of major trai.ns ,  with crmscquent plant 
outages involving considerable economic loss. Compressors are 
affected as well as turbines ,  and the most serious problems are 
with very large , h igh sp<'ed, high pn•ssnre compressor trains ,  
such as compressors in  ammonia, methanol, and e thvlene 
plants . Damage levels range fi·om mild to very severe .· The 
hnal phase of the shaft current syndrome is initiated by failures 
of thrust bearings ,  main bearings, couplings, compressor gas 
seals , and gear teeth . If i mpending l�lilures are not detected in 
time- by htst acting protectivt• instrumentation and automatic 
shutdown devices- major components of the machinery may 
be destroyed. 
In this presentation the emphasis will he on  how to 
recognize a shaft current problem ,  identify the type of 
current-generation involved, and correct the problent. A. brief 
description of the various current-generating phenomena will 
be given ,  but for detailed explanation of the e lectrical 
phenomena involved please refic·r to Part II of this paper and to 
the major references quoted at the end. 
\-Vhile shaft grounding may help in some cases ,  the only 
certain remedy is complete demagnetization of rotors and/or 
s tators . 
GENERATOR OR MOTOR INDUCED CURRENTS 
About four or five different types are encountered,  see [3] 
and [4]. These will not be discussed here , being an electrical­
equipment related specialty. Note , however, th�t the possibil­
ity of accidental electrification of the shaft should always be 
considered if line-frequency or double line-fi·equency i s  pres­
ent in  the shaft-current fi-equency spectrum.  
ELECTROSTATIC TYPE (DIRECT CURRENT) 
This paper deals ""ith magnetically induced currents , but a 
brief review of electrostatic currents is necessarv to define the 
distinctive differences between the basic tnJes ;f current gen­
eration. 
Origin and Characteristics 
l. Impinging Particles ,  or Droplet Atomization 
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In wet stages of turbines and in wet-service compressors ,  
references [ 1 ] ,  [2], [3], and [4]. 
2. Dry Gas-Friction Induced 
Generated in high-temperature piping and in the hot por­
tion of the turbine, [3] and [ 4], or in compressors handling dry 
or charged-particle gases . 
3 .  Charged-Lubricant Induced 
Generated by certain types of oil filters , [4]. Also ,  if 
suspended-particle type lubrication is used in an oiling system, 
(molybdenum disulfide ,  graphite , e tc . ) ,  extremely high 
voltages can be generated by means of particle friction against 
piping walls . 
4 .  Charged Drive-Belts 
Under certain conditions a drive belt can act as a Van de 
Graaff generator, producing a very high e lectrostatic potential . 
This form of electrostatic current is not normally encountered 
with turbomachinery. 
5. Voltages and Currents 
The voltage measured on the shaft will depend mainly on 
whether or not discharge occurs within the machine, and on 
the resistance across the discharge . If seals are rubbed, or if a 
governor drive gear is present, there may be no apparent volt­
age on the shaft. If no such direct contacts exist, breakdown 
occurs mainly across the oil film of the thrust bearing or, if 
thrust loads are light, across the main bearings or seals of a 
m achine. Breakdown occurs when the electrostatic field gra­
dient reaches the breakdown threshold. This depends not only 
upon the electric potential developed across  a particular dielec­
tric but upon the dielectric field withstand, power-factor and 
physical configuration. The measured voltage buildup ranges 
from 1 volt to 250 volts before discharge occurs , and then the 
voltage drops to near zero . Voltage may reverse polarity, de­
pending on the balance of shaft currents of different origin, 
which may have different polarity. Typically, voltages reach 
about 70 volts ,  with currents in the order of several milliam­
peres .  Therefore, there will be no s ignificant heat generated 
where the current discharges or crosses interfaces ,  and s imple, 
small grounding brushes will do the job . Deterioration of bear­
ings and other components occurs over a relatively long period 
of time, never very rapidly (as may be the case with elec­
tromagnetic currents ) ,  and therefore this type of problem is 
relatively easy to deal with . Damage progression can be 
observed and monitored by means of distance detectors and 
temperature detectors in thrust and journal bearings, and by 
vibration instrumentation, so that the situation is under some 
control .  Usually the damage is corrected during routine 
maintenance . This is one reason to always inspect bearings . 
However, failures will definitely occur if the s ituation is ne­
glected .  If damage is permitted to progress unchecked,  instan­
taneous, catastrophic failures may finally occur. Therefore, 
electrostatic currents must still be treated with respect .  
S ince electrostatic currents are very well documented in  
the  literature, and s ince they are easily and satisfactorily neu­
tralized by simple shaft brush arrangemt"nts ,  this type of cur­
rent will not be described in detail . Please refer to the litera­
ture for more information.  
Note, however, that grounding a train at the end only may 
cause considerable damage to gear teeth and coupling teeth, 
since the current may have to pass across these components . 
Many steam turbines have a worm-gear governor drive, or 
oil-pump drive, which usually provides good grounding if the 
worm gear is made of metal . However, the drive gear itself 
may suffer shaft current damage, and consequent failure of the 
drive . In many cases where metal worm gears were replaced 
by fiber gears ,  shaft current  damage began to s how up at other 
parts of the unit. 
In practically all cases it is impossible to eliminate the 
cause of the problem, therefore the only remedy is prevention 
of damage by suitable grounding of the rotor, and of the entire 
unit. 
Symptoms Peculiar to 
Electrostatic Shaft Currents 
These are relatively mild, the damage consisting mainly of 
frosting in the babbitt. Progress is relatively slow. The distinc­
tive feature is the absence of the earmarks of the elec­
tromagnetic type current, as explained below . O ne important 
characteris tic is  the location of the damage, which is always .at 
the point of the lowest  resis tance to ground ,  usually at the 
governor drive gear or the thrust bearing. With e lectromagnet­
ic currents , damage can also be at locations  having higher elec­
trical resistance , but being in areas favoring shortcircuited 
loops .  
To check for electrostatic currents , an electrostatic volt 
meter or oscilloscope can be used, or a " static gun" with 
radioactive source, if the shaft is vis ible . The common type of 
volt-amperemeter is  not suitable , because of the low currents . 
A wire held against the shaft may draw a long, high-voltage 
spark. However, always remember that no voltages will be 
present if the currents can easily discharge inside the machine. 
Electrostatic Current Grounding Devices 
One small ground b rush for each machine will effectively 
ground electrostatic currents . Preferably the brushes should be 
in the axial direction, near the shaft center (to reduce circum­
ferential velocity) , at the outboard ends of a shaft. The "Ben­
dix" stranded copper brush (Figure 1)  has been popular and 
reasonably successful where oil lubrication is available . For 
machines not having accessible shaft ends and running at high 
circumferential velocities (in excess of listed maximum permis­
sible values)  the situation becomes difficult . 
A "conducting coupling" may be used to get the current to 
the brush without damage to flexible couplings . These cou­
plings have a sort of coil spring inside the hollow spacer sleeve . 
Reliability has not been well demonstrated so far, and for high 
speeds there could be considerable problems with unbalance, 
and possibly with friction-excited whirl phenomena or other 
rotating instabilities .  Also ,  coupling disassembly may be dif­
ficult under field conditions .  However, this is a promising ap­
proach . 
The alternative is to use  high-speed wire brushes, made of 
silver or brass wire , or s im ply laying a brass welding rod across 
the shaft like a leaf spring.  In any case ,  if gas or  explosive 
mixtures are present, care must be taken that the material i s  
compatible with the gas , to avoid acetylizing or corrosion of the 
material . Also the possibility of sparking must be considered 
with all brushes .  This could occur after tension is lost, and it 
could cause an oil vapor explosion or gas fire . 
Where the electrostatic currents are light it might be de­
cided to let the currents go through the coupling teeth, even if 
it causes some problem ,  because coupling deterioration would 
be relatively slow. H owever, coupling lock-up may occur. 
The best way to lead current from the inner bodies of a 
train to the grounding b rush is to use a membrane-type ( = 
flex-disk) coupling, which is inherently conducting. These cou­
plings are now fairly widely used for critical, high speed, high 
HP service , and generally with better success  than the tra­
ditional gear-type couplings . 
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SURFACE 
2" FACET AP 45-1" 
BRUSH ASSEMBLY 
(...; FULL SCALE) 
WIRE TO GROUND, WITH 
PROVISIONS TO CHECK 
VOLTAGE 1 CURRENT 1 AND 
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BRUSH CIRCUIT. 
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' 
,, 
USE 'Wo•OX11CONDUCTING COM­
POUND AT THESE MATING SUR­
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- - ·-- --=--- --
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\ 
NOTE: -AN OIL-MIST ATMOSPHERE 
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-� 
-BRUSH HAS STRANDED COPPER 
CORE, AND BRASS CARTRIDGE. 
·RATING: 6A at 2,500 FT/MIN. 
BRUSH SUPPLIER: FACET ENTERPRISES, INC. 
MOTOR DIV., ELMIRA, NY 
Figure 1. Typical Installation of Axial Shaft Brushes (Removable in Service). 
ELECTROMAGNETICALLY-INDUCED 
SHAFT CURRENTS 
General 
While the electrostatic voltages are unpleasant but con­
trollable, the electromagnetic type can be extremely destruc­
tive . It afflicts mostly large units and/or high speed machines . 
Little practical information is available in the literature, and 
s ince the problem is widespread throughout the indus try, caus­
ing very large losses of production each year, this problem will 
be explained in some detail , although in a simplified manner . 
The best reference I could find is reference [3], which gives a 
complete explanation and good theoretical documentation of 
the phenomena involved. However, this reference is in Ger­
man, and therefore of limited value to the average reader. 
Furthermore, only problems with turbine-generator units are 
de scribed. Reference [6] is the best reference in English, but it 
is also limited to electrical units . As fur as I know, there is no 
reference at all dealing with turbo-compressor units . The elec­
tromagnetic principles involved will be explained in Part II of 
this paper. 
Distinguishing Characteristics of 
Magnetic Shaft-Current Problems 
• Magnetization of rotating and/or stationary components . 
• Presence of severe damage due to high current-density, 
such as indications of heat, burned areas , welding of compo­
nents at point of contact, and s ignificant metal removal at 
contact points between parts (such as seats of seals and bear­
ings) due to electric discharge machining ("E DM") .  The cur­
rents flowing between rotor and stator can reportedly reach 
several thousand amperes [3]. 
The following mechanisms may be involved in generation 
of shaft currents of this type :  
Eddy-Current Effect 
This is exactly the same process as with the well known 
eddy-current brake, which is s imply a disk rotating near a sta­
tionary magnet. The currents excited in the disk by the m ag­
netic field produce a braking action, and the energy i s  trans­
formed into heat within the disk . In a rotating machine the 
magnetism may be stationary, generating the currents in the 
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rotor, or the magentic element may be on the rotor, generating 
eddy-currents in the stator metal . 
Magnetic Field Rotating u:ith the Shaft 
If a rotor has an axial field, part of the magnetic flux will go 
to the stator at a close-clearance point, or where rotor and 
s tator are in contact .  The loop will then try to close at another 
seal, or at any small gap along the shaft .  At the location where 
the field transfers from rotor to stator, the magnetic lines may 
be fixed with the shaft, rotating like the spokes of a wheel. This 
effect will generate a unipolar voltage in the stationary compo­
nent, ( a pure alternating current) . This current is then au­
tomatically shortcircuited at this same location .  
Magnetic Field Stationary in Casing 
(Bearing Case, Seal Case, Coupling Case) 
This generates a unipolar voltage in the shaft, see Fig. 2 .  
CURRENT FLOW-­
UJII I'USS1liUI __ 
!'IJRIIIB #1 
IIBARIJIG CASE ---"'1 
SOLEPLATE � 
l 
L: __ . ;----MAGNETIC FIELD LINES 
Figure 2 (Ref 3). Example of Short-Circuited Unipolar Shaft 
Currents Being Generated in a Solid Coupling, by Means of a 
Magnetic Field in the Bearing Case. 
As shown, current flow is dissipated with the rotating  
component without harmful effects on bearings or  seals. How­
ever, if the magnetic field is located in the rotating component, 
the situation is reversed, a nd a current will now flow where the 
nwgnetic field lines are shown in the above illustration.  The 
rotating nwgnetic field lines will pass to the stator metal, where 
axial-oriented voltages will cause currents, resulting in break­
down of the dielectric space between rotor and stator. 
Combination of Rotating and Stationary Field 
This will occur in many cases .  There will be a "slip" be­
tween the field lines , of a magnitude depending on the mag­
netic characteristics of the material . The u nipolar voltage in 
the stator and rotor will have opposite polarity, and shortcircuit 
can occur through the oil film of a bearing or a seal .  This causes 
a current to flow across the bearing or seal, for example in such 
a way as to form two zones of current transfer, one at each end 
of a bearing, or from one bearing to a seal, etc . ,  as shown in 
Figures 3a, 3b, and 3c. 
If the magnetic field crosses several points , the unipolar 
voltages can become additive ,  reaching several volts .  If there i s  
a ground a t  the far end of  the  train ( a  grounding brush or 
governor-drive gear) , the voltage will reach a maximum at the 
opposite end of the shaft system.  For example , if the last 
compressor has the ground brush ,  the maximum voltage will 
occur at the outboard end of the turbine . If a compressor train 
has a worm gear drive or pump drive at the high pressure end, 
the maximum voltage will occur at the outboard end of the last 
compressor of the train (see Reference [3] for a detailed explana­
tion) . 
If, together with the presence of magnetically induced 
voltages, the rotor also experiences shaft instabil ity or vibration, 
the oil film will have reduced electrical resistance .  Thi s  explains 
the often observed phenomenon that no shaft current damage i s  
Figure 3a. Short-Circuited Current-Loops Across Thrust and 
journal Bearing (Schematic). 
Magnetized rotating or stationary components may be the 
source of alternating or pulsating  magnetic flux. 
TYPICAL ALTBIUIA'riiiG !It PULSA'riiiG 
IWliiETIC FIELD I.OOP GEIIBRA'riii!l AR �'l'IUC CURREII'l' I.OOP • 
/ -ELI!Xl'l'IUC CURREII'l' I.OOP 
PBOSTIIIG 
SPAI!K TIIACXS 
GAS 
Pz 
Figure 3b. Short-Circuited Current Loop Across Two Com­
pressor Seals of Floating-Bushing Type. (Schenwtic, Typical). 
observed until a unit  experiences oil whirl .  I have seen several 
examples where uni ts ran for years without having a shaft cur­
rent problem.  Then, for one reason or another ,  an oil whi rl 
occurred, and severe shaft current damage began to develop 
very rapidly afterwards . Evidently, the reduced electrical resis­
tance of the oil film during periods of oil whi rl provided the 
necessary bridge for the currents to jump between rotor and 
stator, and to initiate the process of self-excitat ion,  (see below) 
which now left the rotor and stator components strongly mag­
netized.  Because of the stronger magnetism the shaft current 
phenomenon then continued even after the oil whirl was elimi­
nated . A period of heavy vibration could do the same,  and so 
could a seal rub or s imilar contact , or close proximity between 
rotor and stator. 
For example , a thrust bearing is a prime candidate for a 
current to cross ,  because of the extremely thin o i l  film between 
the thrust runner and thrust shoes,  e specially when the thrust 
bearing is highly loaded. As we have said, the h ighest voltage 
buildup may be at the end of the train .  In most units ,  thrust 
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Figure 3c. Short-Circuited Current Loop Within One journal 
Bearing. 
A tilt-shoe bearing is shown (based on a specific case­
history), but the same pattern occurs also with any other type 
of bearing. The shoe in this case was non-magnetic, danwge 
would have been worse with a steel-backed shoe. 
Note that this type of danwge would not be prevented by 
isolating the bearing, nor is there any effective method of 
grounding. It is theoretically possible to reduce danwge by 
grounding at both sides of the bearing. However, this would 
require 4 brushes, running at 240ft/sec swface velocity. Heat 
generation would be considerable. 
bearings are also arranged at both ends of the train . With the low 
electri cal resi stance across the thrust bearing it seems quite 
logical that the outboard thrust bearings would be very vulnera­
ble to current transfer .  Once a ci rcu i t  is establ ished at one end of 
the mach ine ,  the voltage will ri s e at the other end of the tr ain ,  
and  quite likely a current transfe r  will occur there also .  In  
other  words , the points of maxim u m  current transfer may very 
well sh ift from one location to another,  and the magnetic field 
which i s  generated by the sho rtci rcuited cu rren ts will also 
bui l d up at various locati ons  of the rotor, depending on which 
locati on i s  the most act ive at any given t ime;  for example ,  as the 
electric resistance of bearings changes with rotor posit ion,  
thrust ,  current damage ,  and operat ing condi tions . However,  
remember that each loop has a strong current flo w and will 
leave the rotor permanently magnetiz e d from then on.  I n  th i s  
way we can vi sualize h ow the action progresses from one region 
of the train to anoth er ,  until fi nally strong magnetism results ,  
throughout the unit ,  and very h i gh currents are generated .  
Thi s  explains the curious fact that , with some trains ,  a l l  mag­
netic fields are oriented in  a rather  unique pattern all along the 
tra in .  For example , the  posit ions of maxim u m  field strength 
may be in  the same plane (say at 12 :00/6 :00) i n  all five or six 
rotors of the train ,  and also i n  the coupli n g  sleeves and thrust  
collars . I t  would be almost i mpossible for thi s  to occur b y  coin­
cidence . 
It can also b e  seen that the logical  place to arrange ground­
ing brushes  would be at both ends of the train . I t  i s  not logical to 
provide only one grounding brush at one end, as this  would 
allow h i gh v oltages to build u p  at the other end of the  compre s ­
sor train . But ,  with only two brushes on a tra in of mach ines  
connected by  flexible couplings , there  wi l l  s t i l l  b e  current ­
transfer across  couplings and gears , and th i s  can cause  damage to 
these components . Also,  i f  a coupling or gear has a h i gh elect ri ­
cal res istanc e ,  for some reason ,  then the currents will not go to 
the end-brushes ,  and voltage will again bu ild up with i n  the 
individual mach i n e .  The usual b earin g  and s eal damage pat tern 
wil l  then  agai n become evident . For th is  reason i t  i s  most 
des irable to a rran ge grounding brushes  at each end of each 
individual  sha ft .  However ,  where the surface v elocit i e s  of the 
shaft are h i gh ,  th i s  will present c onsiderable di fficultie s ,  as  wil l  
be explained i n  a separate chapte r .  
Instead o f  grounding t h e  ends o f  each shaft ,  i t  i s  theoreti ­
cally poss ible to i nsulate each bearing from the rest of the  cas ing  
and from the  ground . Howeve r  th i s  type of arrangement  i s  not 
practical for compressor un i t s ,  althoug n i t  has been u s ed suc­
cess fully for turbine generator un i t s .  Also , so me types  of c ur ­
rents will not  be el i mi nated by insulating , see Figure 3c . 
The above explanation i s  obviously h i gh ly s implified ,  based 
on [3 ] .  H owever,  th i s  reference covers only large turbine 
generator units ,  where the  s i tuat ion i s  much s impler,  because of 
the solid-coupled shaft and the  absence of flexible couplings , 
gears , and tight-fitting s eals . Under these condi t ions a brush at  
each shaft end would be a very sati sfactory arrangement .  By 
compari son , a typical large compressor tra in has not only the 
beari n gs for magnetic field interaction and for current transfe r  
between rotor and stator ,  but  also many tight seals and flexible 
coupli ngs . A typ ical 40, 000 H P/ 1 1 , 000 RPM syngas train of a 
1 , 500 ton ammonia plant may have two turbines (high-pressu re 
and low-pressure ), and three compressor cases ,  the train having 
a total oflO bearings ,  5 thrust  bearings ,  and some 12 to 24 oi l  fi lm 
bushing s eal ri ngs ,  each having only  1 to 3 thousandths of an 
inch clearance . In add it ion,  there are some 30 labyrinth seal 
rings in  the train ,  each with a do zen points or more . Th ese seals 
may rub on the rotor under some condi t ions al lowing a loop to be  
completed.  Th ere are 4 gear-type couplin gs ,  of  unknown elec ­
trical res i stance , which vari e s  with operat ing conditions ,  wear, 
and s haft current damage . Bearing diameters are about 5" ,  
which gives a s u rface velocity of= 240 ft/sec at the bearings . 
Seals are larger i n  diameter and the surface velocit ies  are even 
h igh e r . The thrust bearings may have surface velocit ies  of 600 
ft/sec and may be operating in the turbulent-o i l-film region , 
where the  electric res istance i s  very low. The electric res i s tance 
across the thrust bearin g  may vary greatly with speed and 
operat ing conditions (surge, etc . ) ,  and so  will th e current­
transfe r  across these bearings . Other large trains - for example 
the a ir  units of ammonia plants - may h ave gears . Often there i s 
also a mechanical-drive type governor and/or oi l  pump dri ve ,  
which may ground one  end of the train .  E vidently, we are  
dealing wi th  an exceedingly complex situation, as compared to a 
turbine-generator unit . I t  i s  easy to see that under these  condi ­
t ions  there i s  a great potential for generat ing shaft currents ,  
provided there i s  some res idual  magnet i sm whi ch can b e  
amplified by self-excitat ion . A s imi lar s ituation can e x i s t  w i t h  the  
slo wer  running ,  but m uch larger trains  i n  other  plants ,  for 
example in ethylene plants , and i n  LNG plants ,  which now 
require  units i n  the 1 00 , 000 to 135, 00 0 HP range . 
Se�f-Excitation and Se(f-Magneti::.ation of 
Components in Serrice 
So far,  we h a ve considered what will happen if areas of 
rotors and/or s tators get m agneti zed,  but we have not defined 
the sou r ce of the magneti s m .  \Vith electri cal mach i ne s  i n  th e 
train thi s  would be fai rly easy to understand,  but many tra ins  
without  electrical com ponents are experi encing essentially the 
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same problems . S i nce all  references concern tu rbine generator 
units ,  we can di sregard these mach i nes in  th i s  presentation ,  
because they are so  well documented . Wi th turbine -dri ven 
c ompressor units  the s ituati on boi l s  down to the following pos ­
s ibil it i e s :  
a )  Starting with th e residual magnetism left from man ­
ufacturing,  welding ,  or , magnetic -particle inspection,  a 
small un ip olar current will be generated as soon as 
suff icient speed has been reached . Th i s  cu rrent may 
arrange i tself in an external loop a round the rotor in 
such a way as t o  reinforce the existing residual mag ­
net is m ,  f(mning a self-exci ting ci rcuit . 
b) Currents in the rotor will generate magnetic fi elds 
around lines of current -flow . These currents can ar ­
range th ems el ves  a round the cente rl ine of the r otor in 
such a way that they are n o  l onger parallel t o  the axis  of 
th e r ot or ,  but rather in a c orkscrew pattern,  s imi lar t o  a 
c oi l . Th i s  all ows self�excitat ion t o  de vel op from the 
internal reg ion of th e r ot or .  
c )  B oth mechanisms are l ikely t o  occur s imultane ou sly . 
Th i s  explai ns h ow very str ong magnetic fields may result 
hom relat ively weak residual magneti sm,  and n ow we onl y  
need to define the source of the  residual magnet ism to under ­
stand the process of electromagnetic shaft current generation . 
Source of Residual Mag11etism i11 Rotor a11d Stator 
a) Magnetic particle in specti on with out  subse qu ent de ­
ma gneti zati on ,  or with insuffi c ient dema gnetizati on .  
Note that many new mach i nes come with str ongly 
magnetized comp onents . 
b) U s e  of str ong magn etic tool bases  on stat or and/ or 
rotor ,  in areas of str on g  Held -interacti on du rin g opera ­
tion . 
c) Electri c -arc welding in areas close t o  th e r otat ing ele ­
ment ( or e ven on r ot or comp onents) in su ch a way that 
the path of the cu rrent fr om arc t o  gr ound - wh ich 
will be permanently magnetized - passes  th r ou gh 
areas wh ere current -t o-field interacti on will occur du r ­
i n g  rotati on .  Welding c ou ld cause field s t o  l ine up  uni ­
formly along the  axis of multiple components . Th e 
ground electrode of an electric welder could easily be 
placed in such a l ocati on that return current fr om the 
welding r od to the gr ound elect rode may seek a path 
throu gh the structu re composed of the r otat ing and 
stationary machi nery parts , or may seek a path wh ich 
sets up a flux which passes through the mach i ne parts . 
d) By coincidence , the orig inal fields of se veral compo ­
nents may be l ined up i n  a way to promote s trong cur ­
rents . If so ,  it is someti mes  possible t o  install spare 
components ha ving fields of the same s trength , but 
oriented i n  a di fferent way , and the shaft cu rrent 
phenomena will no longer be obser ved . 
No matter how the currents were generated,  if the  cur ­
rents are of electromagnetic orig in and relati vely strong,  there 
will  be res idu a l magnetism i n  the roto r and stator,  which can 
be detected us ing a s imple magnetometer ( " Gauss -m eter" ), or 
with a " H all -probe" . I t  will be found that magnetic fi elds are of 
a magn itude between 5 Gauss  and 30 Gauss ,  or even h i gher .  
I t  seems  that  most  components h a ving 3 Gauss or less  operate 
sat isfactorily . Three Gauss i s  a le ve l  of de magnetization whi ch 
i s  practically obtai nable . Howe ver ,  much work will h a ve to be 
done to define permi ssible li mits  - and methods to obtain 
them - as there i s  no pract ical i nformation a vailable on th i s  
subject . Th i s  wi l l  be di ffe rent with  each train ,  because of dif­
ferent s izes , confi guration s ,  veloci t ies ,  and clearances .  
Demagnetization can best be ach i e ved by subsequent re ­
versals at e ver decreasing flux le vels ,  starting  at a le vel  exceed ­
ing that of the residu al magnet 's moti ve force field le vel . For 
details see Part I I . 
The permanent magnetic fields in rotor and stator i nteract 
with each other at a velocity somewhere between 200 ft/sec, at 
th e bearings,  to 1 , 600 ft !sec at th e blade tips . Th e gap between 
rotor and stator at th e cri t ical areas i s  generally between 0 . 001" 
minimum radial clearance (at  the o i l  bushing seals )  to = 0 . 0 40" 
at th e blade t ips or shrou d seals . Th ere may also be occasional 
metal -to -metal contact at the labyrinth seals , at h i gh ly mag ­
neti zed areas . Some compressors h a ve "contact seals" . If th e 
thrust collar i s  magnetic (and i t  often i s) ,  the gap (oil  fi lm) 
between stationary metal and rotating  fi eld i s  a fraction of a 
thousandth s of an i nch . By compari son , the a ir  gap between 
th e stator and the armatu re of a motor or generator is far larger, 
and the ci rcu mfe rential veloci t ies  are m u ch lower but , of 
cou rse,  the flelds are much stronger . 
Recap itulat ing the s i tuation we can say that ,  any way we 
look at this  problem ,  i t  i s  rather  e vident that the potential for 
strong current generation is present if we h a ve some residual 
magneti sm,  and su fficient surface speed to initiate the process . 
E ven without  th e detailed explanations abo ve we know per ­
fectly well that to generate an electri cal current we need only 
h a ve a relat i ve change in the magnetic field - or motion of a 
m etallic member through a fixed magnetic field - plus a 
closed external electri cal ci rcui t . After all , th i s  is the basic 
principle of any commercial e lectrical generator . We may get 
an alternating current - unipolar or with re vers ing polarity - ,  
or  a n  eddy -current,  with the currents e i th e r  in t h e  stator o r  in 
the rotor . If  the current arranges i t self i n  a coil around the 
center of the  m agnet ic  fi e ld ,  we wil l  e vidently get s elf­
excitation , and poss ibly extremely strong current b u i ldup . 
S ummari zing the conditions which will result in s ignificant 
shaft currents , we can say that we must h a ve :  
a )  A h igh c ircumferential velocity ,  e i ther because of large 
diameters or because of h i gh RPM . In other w ords , the 
mach ine  must  be large for i t s speed . (Th i s ,  i n  addition 
to the i ncreased use of magnetic tools and magnetic 
i n s p e ct i o n ,  i s  t h e  r e a s o n  w h y  t h e  p r o b l e m  i s  
encountered more frequently now than i t  was i n  the 
past , when units were smaller and shorter, and ran at 
lower surface speeds ). 
b) A poss ibi l i ty to let th e current pass fi·om the rotor to 
the stator , or vice versa,  e ven if only momentarily . If 
normally no such pro vi sions exist ,  a strong cu rrent and 
subse qu ent magnetization can be in i t iated by seal rubs , 
h igh momentary thrust load du e to fluid slu gging or 
s u rging of compressors - or by oil  wh irls ,  labyrinth 
seal r ubs , blading rubs , etc . I t  i s  for this reason that 
somet i m e s  the shaft current phenomenon does not 
show up for years of operat ion,  unt i l  s u ch a s i tuation 
de velops .  
c) To i nit iate self-exci tat ion,  the resi stance in the ci rcu i t  
must  be relati vely low, to allow large cu rrents to flow . 
Th ese currents will ,  i n  turn ,  pr oduce strong,  p erma ­
nent  magnet ic  fields . Se lf-excitat ion  i s  not  a lways 
necessary to produce shaft current damage . 
d) Sudden b u i ldup of strong,  very destructi ve currents 
may occur in the case of self-excitation ,  with i nstantane­
ous component failure (thrust or  journal bearings) . S eals 
or coupl in g  teeth may weld together . In such cases  the 
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t yp ical ev idence of shaft current damage ma y be de­
stro yed ,  and i t  will then be ver y di fficult to identi f)· the  
reason for the tailure .  
I t  should be  noted that i t  ma y be v e r y di fficult to suc­
cess fi.Ill y ground th ese currents , because grounding brushes  
normall y cannot carr y much 0\  er 20 am pPres .  Th e currents can 
be m u ch greater,  and thi s  would cause wear and h1ilure o f  a 
brush i n  a relativ dy sh ort ti me .  Also,  there i s  a considerable 
problem in finding brush designs which can tolerate h i gh c ir­
cumfe rential speed,  as is require d hn· grounding at all loca­
t ions . exce pt th e ends of the shaft . Note also that co m·cmtional 
bru shes  can develo p an insulating fllm ver y readi l y because  of 
adverse atmos ph eri c condit ions or because o f  i m pro per film­
ing .  Thi s  renders th e hrush shorting- action unde pendable .  
IDENTIFICATION O F  SHAFT CURRENT TYPE 
It is ver y important to properl y id t>nti l)· the t ype of sha ft 
current i molved,  because otherwise it ma y not be possible to 
bri n g  t h e  problem under control, and to prevent litture com ­
ponent damage and plant 01 tage . 
Sump/(llns Cu!IWIOII to All TIJJ!l'li of' Sha(t CwTcnts 
1 .  A ppearance o f  A ff(,cted Parts 
S park damage starts with f]ue ind iv idual pits ,  l ike pin 
pri cks , wh ich rna y occur in babbitt a nd/or steel parts (tl wse are 
th e materials most often i nvolved , an y other conducti ng mate­
rial co uld be s imi larl y da rnaged, f(Jr example co pper allo ys and 
carbon rings ). Th e identi fying ((,at me of th ese i ndivid nctl p its is 
th e r oun d, sh in y ap pearance . The bottoms of the pits have a 
rou n d, "me lted " a ppearan ce ,  w J,en viewed under a s trong 
magn ilving glass  or a microscope.  
As  damage pro gresses . the p its overlap , and the enti re 
a ftic,ct cd area i s  covered with a un if(mn . conti nuous ,  satin -like 
surface . s im ilar to a sand blasted or shot-peened sur hlce .  It 
looks ver y much like a piece of hosted or etched glass ,  hence 
the name " li·ost ing" or "s pm-k etching" .  Th e metal is actu all y 
removed b y  a process v e r y s imi l ar  to E lectri c D ischarge 
1\lach in ing,  generall y referred to as "ED �r·. As the sparking 
contin ues ,  more and more material is  removed. Th i s  ma y he 
onl y a f(.,,.. t housandth s of an i nch . but i n  se H·n� cases Vs", and 
much more , can be E D .M'd from a part in this manner.  
I t  i s  i mportant to note th e i solated ,  individual p its near the 
boundar y of th e damaged 70ne,  because these pits sti ll have 
th e original characteri s t ic of s park p its - wh ich is obsc med as 
m erlapping and consequ ent loss o f' feat mes occurs - n amel y 
roundness ,  a smooth , melted hottom,  and li·eedom of corrosion 
products .  lf th c oil  was also contaminated with corrosiv e s ,  sur­
bee corrosion ma y also be observed,  making it more di fficult to 
identify the proble m .  In  th is context i t  is i nteresting to note 
that certain oil  contaminants reduce the electrical resist ance o f  
the o i l  film,  and ther dcJn' ma y init iate the arcing process .  Also ,  
some oils  h a ve conducting addi t ives ,  for example E P  oils . 
Th e ap pearance of th is  frosting i s  rath er  striki ng,  becau s e  
of i t s  un iform a n d  attractive appearance . A fter con taminants 
such as  burned oi l  ar c washed o fT  with solvent,  th e color ' ari e s  
from a l ight gra y (es peci all y on ste cl l  t o  a beautifu l  s i lver ,  sat in  
textu re (on  good babbitt ). There ma y he a bit of  a rainbow-h u e d  
blu s h ,  presumabl y from oil  breakdown , or from heat .  It i s  th i s  
harmless appearance whi ch sometimes leads peo ple to bel ieve 
that  the y are looking at a s urface which was produced at the 
factor y, probabl y at great ex pense . 
I MPORTAl\'T: S park frosting is o ften diag nosed as ··acid 
etch i ng" ,  "corrosion pitting", etc. Th ere i s  no s ignif]eant re­
sem blance between ap pearances of corros ion and spark pitting .  
Se e Re ference (4 ] for details and for excellent photograp h s .  
Th e ma jor distinctive characteri st ics o f  s park pitti n g  can 
be summari ze d  as follows : 
a l I solated p its at the earl y stage , or at th e perip h e r y of 
the damage area. 
• Essentiall y round in  shap e ,  b e f(Jr c  pits begin to  over-
lap . 
• Clean, round,  sh in y, ··melted" bottom . 
• 0 . 001  to 0 . 00 8" diameter.  
• Crater-like ap pearance . 
• B y  compari son , ch emi cal pitt ing looks ragged and 
dull ,  and usuall y there are corros ion depos i t s ,  or 
coatings .  
h I  Overla pping pits 
• Smooth , sh in y bottom . 
• Often producing a smooth , even . host y-looking sur­
Lice ,  som eti m e s  bi rl y shar pl y  del ineated a t  th e 
boundaries .  Th e color i s  a l ight  gra y or sh in y s i lver .  
Sometimes a yellow to golden t int  can he o hs e n e el .  
I t  seems that th i s  occurs mainl y i n  areas wh ere con­
s ide rable h eat was generated at  the s a m e  ti m e ,  
e ither as a result  o f  s parking (as on th e bees  of com ­
pressor seals ), or in  areas oflwarings wh ere o i l  t cm ­
perat mes ma y reach h igh levels ,  as  a result of s u r bc c  
damage . 
• No corrosion products are present after s impl y wip­
ing th e su r hce and /or wash ing with a so h·ent . 
• Damage ma y OC'l'lll' in an y conducting mat tTi al . u su ­
all y  in steel ,  babbitt , bronze ,  or c arbon . 
• O ccurs at points of contact or n car -cont act , and in 
areas o f  o i l  t mhulenc c. Corros ion  p i t t ing i s  not  
nearl y as selective and "·ould extend i nto man y oth er 
areas where s park p itti l g could not occu r .  
As  destruction progresses ,  the p its ma y become much 
larger and p ieces of habb itt  ma y come loose and Ell ! o nt .  
Scratch es  and wiping will occur ,  and h eat wil l  be  generat ed as 
parts hcgin to bil .  A carbon-like . dark- hr mnl slu dge or deposit 
i s  often fou nd in the frosted areas if oi l  was present ,  espec iall y 
on stationar y inter bc cs such as the bee s  o f  compressor seals , 
hu ttons on thrust shoes and, especiall y, on C<lllpl ing teeth , 
wh ere th is  slu dge ma y he mi staken h>r the commonl y occurring 
sludge resulting hom centri li1gal action in the  coupling or from 
misal ignment .  
But even in bearings th i s  slu dge ean someti mes  be  noted 
in the sparked area, or downstream o f  i t .  ll n kss  there has been 
subsequent  heat from i m pending com ponent  fai h1res ,  th i s  
slu dge film wi pes o tT ver y easil y as the o i l  i s  remo \ e el, ex posing 
the clean-look ing frosting .  
2 .  Location of Damage Areas . T ype of Damage,  and Some 
General Considerations (A pproximatel y in  order of i mpor­
tance ) 
a )  Governor and pump dri ve gear ,  especiall y i f  worm 
dri v e ,  but onl y if th e wh eels are o f  conduct ing materi al .  
An y fai lure of th ese dri ve mechan i sms  sho uld be re­
garded as a possible i ndication of a shaft current prob­
lem .  If  replacement parts are non-conducting,  severe 
damage ma y o ecur at other  locations .  
b )  Coupling teeth . E D M  m a y be severe on the loaded 
flanks - Vs" or so - and th i s  i s  often m is interpreted as 
coupli ng wear.  There ma y be a fai r  amount of sludge 
present. A s imi lar damage pattern could ,  of course ,  
also result from other c auses ,  s u ch a s  m isalignment o r  
di rt y o i l .  The presence o f  the characterist ic p i tt ing and 
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frosting would decide th i s  question , but sometimes 
subsequ ent m ech an ical  damage to the  s u rface can 
obscu re the p i tti n g , and th e identification can then be 
d ifficu lt , unless  i s olated p i t s  can be fou n d  on the 
periphery of the damaged area and , for some reason , 
occasionally on the backside of the teeth . It is not i m­
mediately apparent why th e sparks should ju mp across  
th e gap on the i nactive s ide of the teeth , but i t  may be 
because a layer  of h igh er electrical resi stance begins to 
form as damage on th e active s ide progresses .  It may 
also be that th e damage on th e inactive side is caused 
du ring periods of deceleration , or dur i n g  other periods 
of torque  reversal (torsional v ibration , re verse rota­
tion ) .  
c )  Thrust  bearings .  Th e "classic" damage location , be­
cau se  the oi l  film i s  very th i n .  Th e frosting usually 
covers only part of th e th rust shoes or tapered lands , 
towards th e trail ing edge , where the film th ickness i s  a 
m i n i m u m  ( i n  t h e  o r d e r  of a cou pl e  t e n t h s of a 
th ousand th s  of an inch ) .  Th e ap pearance of a partly 
frosted shoe is quite striking , even to a casual observer , 
and a mechanic  is not likely to overlook i t .  In spite of 
the smooth looking su rface appearance , there may have 
been su bstantial los s of material , and th e shoes should 
not s i m ply be c l e a n e d  up and re i n s ta l le d .  A s  a 
minimu m ,  shoes  should be ch ecked for flatness and 
care fully scraped and blu ed on a su rface plate . Th is  
may only be done with Ki ngsbury type , equali zed shoe 
bearings . It should never be done with tapered-land 
th rust plates or with other fixed-wedge geometry bear­
ings , because th ese bearings will lose their oil  wedge if 
scraped , and since the oi l  wedge i s  only abou t 1 mil  
deep , there can be a very considerable redu ction of 
load capabi l ity . If the s i tuation i s  not  corrected , sudden 
failure of the thrust bearing will occur when th e dam­
age has progressed su fficiently , and/or wh en unusual 
demands are made on the bearing , for example during 
periods of  compress or surging , fluid slugging , changes 
of speed and load , or changes of coupli ng thrust . 
d )  Compressor  seals  of fl oating-b u sh i n g  typ e , or any 
other contact-type and near-contact type seals . Spark 
damage occurs on the contact face s  of these seals , and 
also in  th e bore . Th e seal usually i s  i mmobili zed be­
cause  of th e surface rou ghness on the face , and th i s  
may  lead to seal-indu ced o i l  whirl  (at a subsynchronou s 
frequ ency) ,  or to the v ery destructive seal- induced crit­
i cal speed phenomenon (having 1 X Rev predominant 
frequency ). See [7 ] and [8 ] for explanations of these 
phenomenon . As  the oi l  fi lm in the bore breaks down 
as a result of the v ibration , its electrical resistance i s  
sharply reduced , a n d  m ore current i s  drawn into th e 
area. Spark damage can be very h eavy , there may be a 
distinctive step E D M 'd into the seal face , and there 
may be burned ar eas , cold welding , etc.  
Spark roughening of the surface of the seal bore ­
which has only about  2 to 4 mi ls radial clearance - can 
also promote oil whi rl , but ulti mately the seal will fai l  
by wiping , or by b low-through result ing from the ex­
cess ive clearance as E D M  progresses .  
e )  Gear teeth of main gear .  The i nit ial  frost ing wil l  lead to 
wear , rough operation , and ult imate fai lure  of the gear .  
For proof of shaft currents look for the ch aracterist ic  
frosting and for the i solated spark pits in  peripheral 
areas not affected by subsequent mec hanica l damage .  
G ears , as well as couplings , must  transmit  cu rrent  from 
one part of the com pressor train to the other , and 
th erefore they are very v ulnerable to shaft current 
damage . I f  gear-tooth surface damage occur s , i t  i s  al­
ways a good practice to ch eck for spark-p itt ing before 
an investigation for the usual cau ses of gear problems i s  
i nit iated . 
f) Main (jou rnal) bearings . Frosting occurs at the  areas of 
mini m u m  oi l  film th ickness . Th i s  i s  normally near the 
bottom of th e bearing , but  i t  can well  b e  at any other 
location , i nclu ding the top half , becaus e  th e rotor may 
be running i n  th e top as  a result of gas forces (partial 
admi ss ion i n  steam turbines , s ide streams and noz zle 
arrangement i n  compressors)  or as a result  of cou pling 
forces ,  e speci ally when the coupl ing has  locked , possi­
bly as a result of current damage.  Someti mes  th e bear­
ing i s  not rou n d  and the frost ing shows at  odd location s .  
Other  susceptible areas a r e  regions of h i gh o i l  tur b u ­
lence , for example a t  the corners of o i l  i nlet grooves , or 
at oi l  dam s .  
With t i lt-shoe bearings th e damage pattern i s  s imi­
lar to th e pattern experi enced with thrust  shoes of  
Kinsbu ry-type thrust bearings , affecting only part of 
the shoe s u rface , towards the trai l ing edge. Th e same 
precautions as for th r ust  bearings apply wh en repai rs 
are made to these shoe s .  Th e final phase of bearing  
fai lure i s  in i tiated by overh eating ,  and th en follows 
wiping of the beari n g , wh ich may occur qu i te  suddenly 
once damage has progressed to a certain point .  
The oi l whi rl phenomenon i s  often observed in 
con junct ion with shaft currents , e i th er  because  the 
rough su rface promotes the whi rl or because th e wh i rl 
draws c u rrents  across  th e bear i n g .  P o s s ib ly  both 
phenomena complement and reinforce each other .  
g )  Labyrinth seals and carbon-ring s eals i n  turbines  and 
compressors . S park damage and shaft s urface frost ing 
can occur and may lead to increased leakage . Th i s  type 
of da mage i s  often not properly identifi e d , but  it should 
always be looked for .  Th e damage to these seals does 
not normally lead to a catastroph ic  fai lure ,  (as with 
bearings and thr ust  bearings) but i t  can increase the 
clearances of the s eals and cau se local damage to the 
hardware . However , increased leakage may overload 
th e thr ust bearing .  
NOTE: Damage to babbi tt i s  more frequent than to steel , and 
in  s teel  the pits  are  usually smaller .  Wh eth er  or not s teel  jour ­
nals , th r ust  collars , and  seal sleeves will b e  affe cted seems  to  
depend on  the polarity of th e currents . M y  pers onal observa­
tion seems to indicate that electrostatic currents damage th e 
babbitt , whi le  electromagnetic currents damage both the bab­
bitt and the steel . 
Symptoms Peculiar of Electromagnetic Slu{(t Currents 
1. Location of Damage 
Damage does not n ecessarily occu r at the point of lowest 
electrical res i stance to grou n d , although i t  will u s ually show at 
suc h points als o .  Th e distinctive characteri st ic  of electromagne­
tic currents i s  damage wh ich indicates an internal loop through 
wh ich the current is shortci rc uited , in  s u ch a manner as to 
reinforce th e magnetic field wh ich i s  excit ing th e current gen­
erat ion .  
For example , a current-loop may run with i n  the shaft from 
the thrust  bearing to the a djacent jou rnal b eari n g , and then 
with i n  the s tator metal back to th e thrust beari n g , clos ing the 
shortci rcui t .  The oi l  f i lm i s  crossed at both the thrust  and jour-
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nal bearing surfaces ,  and spark damage will be noted at both 
locations . Or a loop may run between two ad jacent seal rings ,  
or even withi n  a s ingle journal bearing ,  i n  which case t h e  dam­
age will be  at the end regions of the bearings only , with no 
damage i n  the center portion ,  near the bearing centerline .  See 
Figure 3 for some poss ible patterns . There are , of course,  many 
other possibil iti e s ,  and these loops w ill continuously rearrange 
themselves as rubs ,  whir ls ,  v ibrat ion,  or close proximity occur 
in  service - generating new magnetic fields - and also as 
sufficient m etal i s  removed fro m  some components to i nterrupt 
a ci rcuit .  I t  i s  for the se reasons that damage i s  often very exten­
s ive through out an entire train ,  which i s  rarely the case with 
electrostatic currents , wh ich are usually satisfied to find one 
convenient way to ground ,  at any location . 
Please note in th i s  context that these current-loops cannot 
be "grounded" . S ince they are shortci rcuited with i n  them­
selves ,  they don't really care wh ether there i s  a "ground" or 
not . Th i s  will depend on the exact nature of the loop , which can 
seldom be sat isfactorily determined i n  th e fi eld, especi ally 
s ince it also changes duri n g  operatio n .  All we can do by 
grounding is to relocate th e loop away from crit ical beari ng 
areas , but th is  involves a good deal  of wishful  thinking ! It can 
be seen that th i s  will set up a new loop geometry, and we may 
well end up  with a much stronger current than before, which 
may rap idly damage the oth er crossover points, as well as the 
brush itself. For exampl e ,  Figure 3a shows that a brush near 
the thrust bea ring would not prevent damage to the ad jacent 
jou rnal beari ng . Th e reduced resistance at the br ush could 
actually induce much stronger currents ,  with increased mag­
neti zation , and consequ ently h eavier damage at t he journal 
bearing . Th e th rust bearing ,  on the other  h and, would proba­
bly not be damaged in the same way as before . Also, with the 
bru s h ,  we may have two loops ins tead of one . Evidently, this i s  
a real serious  predicament,  s ince we have  no predi ctable way of 
correcting  a shaft current p roblem of th i s  type by means of 
shaft brush es . On th e oth er  hand,  brushes have worked fine in 
many cases , which seems to i ndicate that these problems were 
not of the shortci rcui ted-loop type (which may become self­
excit ing ) but  probably were of the eddy -current typ e . How­
ever,  th ere are a few notable exceptions wh ere th e brushes  did 
not work , and wh ere destr ucti on was very rapid . Very carefu l  
demagneti zation of stator and rotor components i s  the only sa fe 
and predi ctable way for elimi nating electromagnetic shaft cur­
rents . 
If th i s  peculiar pattern of damage is evident,  there can 
hardly be any doubt that e lectromagnetic currents are i n ­
volved . 
2. Damage Severity 
I s  usually much greater than with electrostatic cu rrents , 
with respect to the number of affected locations as well as to 
density of p i tt ing,  and to rate of metal removal . Wh ile steel 
surfaces - such as journals ,  thrust collars , seal surfaces ,  etc . -
are s eldom severely attacked by electrostatic currents , thi s  i s  
often so with electromagneti c  currents . In some cases t h e  cur­
rents have caused babbitt to b e  deposited on steel jou rnals and 
thrust  collars . 
3 .  Type of Damage 
a) Fros ting . As under 1. above,  but frosting may be very 
severe, with large areas a ffected, and with cons iderable 
m e tal removed even from steel p arts . 
A strange-looking phenomenon can often be ob­
served : Th e frost ing on the rotating surface may reach 
only half way around the shaft ,  or mayb e only say 10° ,  
leaving t h e  remain ing portion of t h e  circumfe rence i n  
i ts  original,  s h i n y  condition . Th i s  i s  definit ive ev idence 
of electro magnetic shaft currents . I am not aware of a 
reference mentioning or explain ing th i s  condi t ion ,  but  
i t  i s  evidently caused by an interaction of  standin g  and 
rotating magnetic fields,  whi ch will generate c ur rents 
only during  part of each re volu t ion ,  and th e sparks will 
fi re across  the o i l  film at only th i s  po int ,  working 
somewhat l ike a magn eto-type ignit ion syste m . Th i s  
pattern can be quite frequ ently observed . Somet imes  
only  a small section of  a thrust  collar i s  frosted , and i f  a 
gear i s  in the train ,  there may be quite a n u mber of 
clearly defined axial stripes  on the jou rnals , s o m et imes  
on both the bull  gear and pinion . Th e damage to the  
teeth may follow a s imi lar pattern . I t  seems that  th i s  i s  
cau sed by th e following mechani sm : For example ,  with 
a 3/l gear rat io ,  when the current i s  generated some­
where i n  the low-speed train bu t fi res across a h igh 
speed jou rnal,  there should be one l ine of frost ing on 
the pinion for each l ine on the bull  gear, th e pinion 
fi ring  only every third revolu t ion,  but at the same point 
on the shaft .  On the other hand,  i f  th e current orig i ­
nates  on th e h i gh speed s ide , but fires  across  a low 
speed jou rnal ,  th ere should be  th ree stripes on th e bull 
gear for each stripe on the p i nion jou rnal, evenly dis ­
tributed over the ci rcu m ference o f  the bull gear jou rnal 
- or on other  low speed jou rnals and thrust bearings . 
Also , there should be one region of tooth damage on 
the pinion,  and three regi ons on the bull  gear . Unfor­
tunately , real l i fe is rarely so s imple ,  gear ratios u s ually 
bei n g  odd nu mbers,  and cu rrent being generated i n  
both portions o f  a tra in . Consequ ently, o n e  c a n  some­
t imes see  the  oddest look i n g  pattern s ,  w i th some 
stripes  wider than others ,  but  still  v e ry clearly defined 
against  the sh iny ,  o rig inal surface of the shaft . I have 
seen jou rnals with 8 to 10 clearly defined axial stripes , 
extending across  t he entire jou rnal width , and then 
cont inuing under t he oil  s eals ,  along the same axial 
l ines . 
b) Spark tracking .  Th e tracks may be v ery fin e ,  and about  
2 to 5 mils  deep , havin g an appearance as if  drawn with 
a sharp needle , or they m ay be as much as l/8" wide 
and l/16" deep . Th e tracks vary in length fro m  less than 
l/8" to several inches . Th e di rection of the tracks is 
oriented generally .in t he direction of rotatio n ,  but it 
may be 45° or even m ore towards the s ide . Th e point of 
orig in  can be anyw here,  bu t often the tracks orig inate 
at points wh ere one wo uld expect h i gh v oltage concen­
trat ions ,  for example a t  the c orners of relieved areas in 
jou rnal beari ngs ,  especi all y at the corners of pressure 
dams ,  wh ere th ese trac ks are often so deep that people 
th ink th ey have been i ntenti onally provided,  by  means 
of a pointed s craper,  for the purpose of di rt purging . 
Somet imes  s uc h  p urg ing channels are scraped into 
pressure da ms , but  closer inspection wil l  reveal the 
i rregular natur e o f  the track s ,  and often  mult iple tracks 
can be  found ,  ra diat ing fro m  the same corner . Please 
note that th e s e  tra cks are not n e cessar i ly  in th e 
min imum clea ran ce area, where the  frost ing occurs , 
but even i n  th e upper h alf of a bearing ,  oppos i te the 
minimum cl earan ce a rea. Th i s  i s  definitely the  cas e  
near a pressure dam .  See photos at the end of th i s  
pap er for exampl es .  
As far as I know, these tracks h a ve not been men­
tioned or described in th e l i terature ,  but they are very 
much i n  ev i dence . Therefore , a detailed description 
will b e  presented h ere . Please keep i n  mi nd that thi s  
description i s  based on extensive field observations , 
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but no  attempt i s  made to provide a fully satisfactory 
theoretical analys i s  and explanation .  VIle are still very 
much in the dark on many essential points . However ,  
th e remedy will most l ikely be  the same,  no matter 
wh eth er or not we u nderstand the disease . It  will al­
ways boil down to demagnetization of all cri t ical com­
ponents . 
Th e appearance of the tracks is s imi lar to foreign­
particle tracks ,  or to tool-scratch es .  However, posit ive 
identification i s  possible,  us ing a magnifying glass or 
low-power microscope .  Th e following features  will be 
noted: 
• The bottom of the track has a clean, "melted" 
appearance and is  often quite flat, giving the 
track groove a somewhat rectangular cross sec­
t ion,  with sharp corn ers or melted ri dges at th e 
babbitt surface,  and also with relat ively sharp 
corners at the bottom . Neither dirt nor tools 
will produ ce th i s  type of a groove .  
• Th e groove i s  often o f  about t h e  same width and 
depth over its entire length . Th ere i s  no foreign 
particle (or its i mpression) imbedded at the end, 
whi ch would be characterist ic if  d i rt had caused 
the groove .  
• Under a microscope i t  can be seen  qu i te  clearly 
that melting of the babbitt has occurred . Some­
times there i s  a very di sti ncti ve burn of crater­
l ike appearance at the end,  and th ere may be 
molten ridges . 
• Th e tracks are found most often in babbitt ,  i n  
th e running surfaces o f  bearings a n d  seals . In 
steel the tracks seem to be sh orter, and they are 
found on or near contact s u rfaces ,  for example 
on the faces of bushing type compressor seal 
rings , and on shou lders and cylindrical fi ts of 
thrust  assembli e s .  So far ,  I have  not n oted 
tracks in the running surfaces of the shafts, at 
beari ngs or seals . 
• Th ere may be quite a large nu mber of such 
track s ,  someti m e s  fai rly close togeth er ,  and 
they may be branch ed.  
• Tracks are often found in  severely fros ted areas , 
where loss of metal would be sufficient to oblit­
erate any scratch es wh ich may have been there 
when th e bearing was installed .  
• Tracks . .  are � ustrally so  deep , and the re are s o  
many,  tlfaCevJ'm a very unobserving mechanic 
woulJ;l rtotic;e. them and would not have installed 
such a· bearing or seal into a mach ine  i f  they had 
been there when the bearing  was new.  
I t  seems to tne tha:t these tracks are the result  of arcing ,  
s imilar to the type of.�rc produced by Hel iarc welding,  but 
they are obviously not ·  g�nerated by the same type of current 
and voltage .  Once the process has started,  the arc begins to 
travel at a steady speed between the two surface s ,  unt i l  the arc 
stop s ,  sometimes ab!uptly , possibly Jumping to another loca-
tion . 
· 
Spark tracks do .not.Seem to occur with electrostatic cur­
rents . Probably becan�e.· the're do not develop sufficient cur-
rent strength . .. ,  . . . ... · · 
.c) Burned spots and welding of contacting parts . Th i s  oc­
curs at contact areas , for example between thrust collar 
sleeves ,  nuts ,  and shafts .  Also at the seating surfaces of 
floating bushing o i l  s eals in compressors , where h oles of 
about 1/ 1 6" diameter were observed ,  with some of the 
burned-off material sticking to the opposite surface . 
E vidently , spot-welding occurred at these locations ,  
and the weld was  then broken during disassembly. 
S uch seals are ,  of course ,  i mmobilized,  and seal-induced 
v ibration problems  are likely to develop . If  parts of 
thrust  assemblies are spot-welded together,  a great 
deal of tearin g  will  occur during di sassembly . S i mi lar 
spot-welding may occur at coupl ing teeth , and th e cou­
pling will then lock , exhibit ing the  typ ical symptoms of 
a locked coupling (vibration,  th ru st ) . 
Fairly large hot  spots may occur at the mounting 
seats of bearings and thrust bearings - and at the i r  
retainers - and a t  th e support l inks and  buttons of  
tilting  shoe thru s t  and  journal bearings . Th ere may  be 
h eat  d i s c o l o r at i o n ,  m e l t i n g ,  b u rn i n g ,  and s p o t ­
weldi ng .  Th ese s pots are located where one would ex­
pect the current to transfer between parts . Th e spots I 
have seen were u p  to l!z'' wide , and 1" long. Th ey are 
usually m i staken for "corros ion" or "fretting" because  
there  i s  some resemblance . However,  cleaning and 
close insp ection will reveal th e difference .  First of all , 
th ere i s  not l ikely to be that kind of corrosion - or 
corros ives  - in these areas and, fu rth ermore, neith e r  
frett ing n o r  corros ion would destroy the steel or cast 
i ron to such an extent,  and in such a localized area. 
d) E lectro-di scharge mach ining ( E D M )  also called "cur­
rent etch i ng" , "spark etch i ng" , "spark coining",  etc .  
Th i s  term descri bes noticeable metal  removal by th e 
sparking process . I t  occurs at interfaces ,  for example on 
the contact faces  of floating bush ing seals , where a step 
may ·be E D M 'd into the s eat of the seal as a result of 
current transfer. Th e depth of such steps may be 2 to 
10  mi ls ,  but  I have seen the corn e r  of a compressor 
thrust  shoe " spark coined" into the  outer thrust beari ng 
case to a depth of about %'' .  Essentially th e same hap­
pened on a nu mber of oth er mach ines  of th i s  make ,  
because the shoes  can turn ,  and  they  may  also drag on  
the shaft ,  wh i ch provides a po int  of cu rrent-transfe r  
between rotor a n d  cas ing,  through th e shoe . Usually 
th e depth of the depression in the casing is only arou nd 
10  mi ls to %" . Th e identifying feature  of E D M  i s  the  
frosted su rface at the interfaces .  Th e OD of  th ru s t  
s h o e s  a n d  the I D  o f  the retainers should always be  
inspected for ev idence of  th is  coin ing .  Th e I D  of th e 
shoes should be inspected for s igns of dragging .  
Severe E D M  of the shaft can occur under ground­
ing brushes  hav ing insuffi cient contact pressure ,  or  
after they have worn and lost  contact , poss ibly becau s e  
o f  excess ive cu rrent-dens ity . 
e) Magneti sm of rotor and s tator . Th i s  i s  an essential  
sympto m .  Th ere are no  standards of acceptable re­
s idual magneti s m ,  but  on th e basis  of past experience i t  
seems that un i t s  having th i s  problem show fi elds ex­
ceeding 3 Gau s s ,  as  measured with a s imple , i nexpen­
s ive magnetometer .  Couplings and thrust  collars show­
ing current-transfe r  generally had readings of 4 to 6 
Gauss ,  sometimes more . The faster  and larger the 
machine ( =  h igh surface speed) , the lower will be the 
magnetism required to exci te  shaft currents . It s eems 
that  demagnetization below 3 Gaus s  i s  difficult for 
large parts , especi ally for casings ,  and that many com­
ponents have readings between 1 and 3 Gauss . H i gh e r  
readings may b e  acceptable a t  regions where no in ­
teraction of  rotating and stationary fields i s  likely - i . e .  
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far away from the rotor - but in areas near buckets ,  
diaphragms,  bearings , bearing cases ,  seals ,  couplings , 
and coupling guards , the s i tuation i s  obviously always 
very critical .  
The above applies  to levels of magnetism of a new 
or troublefree machine . Once the currents have been 
active , the magnetism may build up tremendously d\l r­
ing operation ,  and th i s  will also permanently magnetize 
many components of the unit . At the beginning of the 
process the relativ e  position of the fields with respect 
to each other i s  of considerable i mportance ,  but once 
the self-excitation and magnetization has occurred , the  
fi elds seem to l ine up so as to produce a maxi mum 
current flow. On machines  where this  has occurred it 
m ay be noted that th e radial fi elds along the entire 
train l ine up i n  the same plane ,  as if they were poles of 
a generator . Th i s  is a very curi ou s  sympto m .  For 
example , i f  we use  the keyway of a compressor as a 
reference for the entire train ,  call ing its position 12 
o'clock , we may find that  a l l  mach ines and couplings in 
the train (which may consist  of 2 turbines and 3 com­
pressors,  having 4 couplings) show the strongest field at  
e i ther  1 : 00 or  7 : 00 pos i t ion ,  on every component ,  
(wh eels , thrust collars ,  coupling sleeves ,  etc. ) of every 
one of the fi ve individual machines .  To expect this  to 
be a result of manufacturing tech n i q u e s  makes n o  
s e n s e ,  because such fields would occur at random po­
sitions . Furthermore,  turbines ,  compressors , and cou ­
plings are usually made b y  different manufacturers , and 
they would certai nly not al l  have the same way ofl ining 
up  residual magnetic fi elds . Th e original fields are left 
from magnetic particle inspection from welding and 
from th e u se of s trong magnetic tool s ,  for example drill  
bases . Th ese fields would certainly come in a random 
pattern . 
" 
In addition to the radial fields (mainly in wheels 
and th rust collars ) ,  i t  will  be noted that fai rly strong 
axial fields protrude from the shaft ends . Coupling 
spacers may a l so  indicate strong axial fields,  the l ine  of  
maxi m u m  strength  aga in  l ined  up with the plane 
characteri stic for a g iven unit .  However ,  in  most  com­
ponents both axial and radial fields  will be noted s imul­
taneously . 
Strength of residual magnetic field after operat ion :  
Troublesome machines  have indicated between 6 and 
30 Gauss ,  on both s tationary and rotatin g  components .  
4 .  M e as u rement of Rotating M agnetic Fields in th e Operating 
Mach i n e  
a )  Telephone pickup .  If a strong rotat ing fi e l d  i s  driven 
around in the s tator metal ,  i t  should be possible to 
detect th is  with an antenna or with a s imple inductor 
coil  and amplifier ,  i n  the same way as with 60 cycle 
interference of a fluorescent ligh t ,  for example . Not  
having time to assemble sophi s ticated instrumentation ,  
I have used a telephone pickup of  the suction-cup 
typ e ,  and a portable tape-cassette  recorder. A good 
setup for noisy field conditions is a recorder having an 
e a r p h o n e  p l u g  ( to p u t  i nt o  t h e  e a r m u ffs ) and a 
" m onitor" position, allowing l istening without running 
the tap e .  A recorder with manual volum e  control is  
preferable - because i t  allows an estimate of s ignal 
strength - but an automatic volu m e  control will  st i ll 
work well enough to identifY the nature and severity of 
a given problem.  
To map the location of the rotating field s ,  plug the 
phone pickup into the microphone receptacle , place 
the earplugs i n  the sound protector earmuff, push 
"monitor" switch , and walk around the unit  holding the 
pickup near the cas ing,  and l istening for s ignals , wh ich 
will become evident as a fai rly loud "hum",  at the run­
ning frequency of the mach i n e .  \Vhen a strong s ignal i s  
found,  run  the recordin g  tape to get  a permanent  rec­
ord, and then switch to the microphone to record a 
message onto the tape ,  i dentifYing the location of the 
signal, which may be m arked o n  the casing with chalk . 
It will be found that the rotating  fields come out  
into the ai r near the horizontal-split l ines of the casing .  
Thi s  seems logical, because magnetic fields do not l ike 
to go across  "cracks" - thi s  being the principle of 
magnetic-particle crack inspection, such as M agnaflux 
and M agnaglo .  Strong s ignals are often fou n d  towards 
the end of a compressor,  near the seals, and around 
bearings and coupling guards . 
The recorder tape can then be evaluated as to fre­
quency and s ignal strength , us ing an oscilloscope or 
osci llograp h .  For a very crude strength-of�field com­
pari son I use any handy fluorescent l igh t .  S trong sig­
nals are about  the same as the static noise of a fluores­
cent tube at 3" distance , but much stronger s ignals 
have been recorded - it can get quite "noisy" .  Th ere 
are also some real odd "hiss in g" and "sparking" noises 
of unknown origin .  M aybe these are actually the fields 
around fast-moving, e lectrostatically charged gas parti­
cle s ,  and around the sparks eating away at the beari n gs .  
I t  sure sounds like i t ,  and i t  occurs at the r ight loca­
tions,  but I have no good basis for such a rathe r  wild 
guess .  At any rate , the noises are quite strik ing .  
I t  i s  extremely i mportant to keep i n  mind that  the 
phone-pickup coil cannot pick up audible no i se .  I t  
would take a Il}icrophone to do th i s .  Only fluctuating 
magnetic or electric fields will produce a signal. This  is 
also quite evident because  the 130 dB noise near th e 
cas ing of an operating machine  i s  not picked up at all . 
Neverth eless ,  it seems that people are hard to convince 
that they are l i stening to a s trictly electromagnetic 
phenomenon, and they have to be continuously re­
minded that this  i s  not an acoustic noi se .  
One concern , however, i s  that  misleading infor­
mation may be deri ved .  The strongest projected fi eld, 
capable of being picked up by the phone p ickup ,  will 
occu r at points of maxim u m  flux-density , and not 
necessari ly at areas of maxim u m  flux,  where larger 
areas may result in lesser flux density .  
\Vith the areas of strong response mapped out ,  it  
will be poss ible to identifY act ive regions i n  the train ,  
a n d  to prescribe corrective action such a s  demagnetiza­
tion p rocedures , and location of grounding brus h e s .  It 
will also be possible to define the precise area on a 
mach i n e  which needs more detailed magnetic i nspec­
tion . For example ,  the  location of magnetized com­
p r e s s o r  i m p el l e rs can s o m et i m e s  b e  d e t e r m i n e d  
through the casing o f  the  running mach i n e .  
b) Spark test .  Ground a p iece of electrical wire on one 
side and touch the other  s ide to the rotatin g  shaft , 
prefe rably in darknes s .  A strong spark may be seen,  
but only if the resistance inside the mach ine i s  h igh 
enough , rotors being i solated by oi l  films .  Since this  i s  
not always the cas e ,  th is  i s  not  a definitive te s t .  CA U­
TIO N :  Currents as well as voltages may be h i gh .  Do 
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not touch the wire,  because i t  could result  in electric 
s h o c k .  Watch also for combustible gas , o i l  vapor ,  
and/or flammable material in  the area. 
c) E rratic readi ngs on non-contact types of v ibration­
monitor  equipment . On several occasions erratic gap 
readings and orbi t  d istortion have been reported on 
machines  having shaft current problem s .  Thi s  would 
probably depend a good deal on the type of equipment 
u s e d ,  and only the probe manufacturer can give a valid 
opin ion on the  effects of rotating and stationary mag­
netic fi elds , currents of several amperes ,  and spark dis ­
charge s  i n  the i m m ediate vicin i ty of the probe . I t  
should b e  noted that the currents , fields ,  and sparks all 
occur with a strong 1 X Rev frequency, synchronized 
with the rotor revolution . S ince the 1 X vibration com­
ponent i s  u s ually predominant and also synchronous ,  i t  
s e e m s  that an influence i s  possible , a n d  that i t  would 
be  hard to s eparate the electromagnetic phenomena 
fro m  the  vibration ph enomena. Also ,  the probe and its 
lead wire and grounding sh ield may well be part of the 
shaft current ci rcui t ,  transmitting 1 X Rev currents and 
flux variation s .  Th e gap variation noted could be  the 
result of metal loss i n  the bearing,  but  we do not really 
know. At any rate ,  th i s  s ituation also deserves closer 
i n v e s ti gat i o n .  An "Appl i cat ions  Note" b y  B e nt ly  
Nevada Corporation ( 1 1/77) states that  " - Certain 
types  of " Glitch " ,  especi ally those magnetically in ­
duced ,  may change with t ime" . Th is  would mean that 
field strength i s  changing, probably because of self­
magnetization ,  or as a result of sh ifting current pat­
tern s .  
Groun ding of  Electro-Magn etic Currents 
Brushes  m u s t  be used very carefu lly, because of the h igh 
currents which may have to be  transmitted, and which may be 
well i n  excess of the 20 amperes which a good brush can trans­
mit. There is also the possibil i ty of setting u p  new loops of 
excitation . F u rthermore , a shortci rcui ted loop cannot be  con­
trolled by grounding,  as was explained above . 
In fact , there i s  no effective way to ground some types of 
electromagnet ically- induced cu rrents . Demagneti zat ion of 
rotating and stationary components i s  the only way to posit ively 
control thi s  type of problem.  However, on certain other types 
grounding has  been successfu l .  S ince we usually do not know 
what type of c u rrent i s  present, the best approach i s  probably 
to proceed in step s .  Th i s  is dictated by the nature of these 
problems anyway, where compromise solutions are u navoid­
able . A program of th i s  kind would be somewhat along the 
l ines given below: 
• Find locat ion of current-generating mechani sm by use 
of the  p hone-pickup tech n i qu e  described abov e ,  and by 
us ing  a Gauss  meter.  
• If  the offending machine  is at the end of the train ,  apply 
at least two axial brushes at the outboard end,  about 
120° to 1 50° apart, so .that the currents will not be inter­
rupted due to brush l ift-off, which may be caused by an 
axial runout .  Thi s  will also reduce the r i sk of sparking,  
i mprove the  Amp rating,  and make continu i ty checks 
poss ible . Ground these brushes against  the bearing case 
in s u ch a way that contin u i ty may be checked by means 
of an Ohm meter.  I f  practical, arrange a di scontinuity ­
alarm to guard against brush wear and  failure . Carefully 
check the grounding of bearing case ,  baseplat e ,  con­
crete reinforcement in the foundation,  etc. , and check 
the  potent ials and res i s tances of these  components 
against  each other .  C heck for s haft voltage and for shaft 
current , but remember that currents are very likely 
discharging ins ide the mach i n e ,  and therefore ne i th e r  
voltages n o r  currents may be detectable a t  the  brush 
locations .  H owever, quite often some currents wil l  be­
come evident . I have seen cases  where 120 volt  AC was 
measured on a mach ine  that did not have any voltage at 
all on the previous day . The frequency of the AC cur­
rent i s ,  of course ,  the running speed of the  offending 
machine . 
• If the mach i ne has no free  ends , u s e  a membrane type 
or conducting coupl ing,  ( if  at all possible)  and ground 
the shaft ends as described abov e .  I f  s urface velocit ies  
are low,  use  a radial brush . I f  none of th i s  can b e  don e ,  
a special wire brush design m u s t  b e  u s e d ,  on the  shaft 
O D .  Thi s  brush must  be capable to with stand the ex­
tremely h igh surface speed without  excess ive wear, or 
h eat development .  The brush should have provis ions 
for :  Checking wear ,  replacement i n  service ,  measuring 
contact resistance and current, alarm to indicate wear or 
failu r e .  The material should be non-sparking ,  compati­
ble with gas and oil ,  h ave low electri cal resi stance . and 
excellent rubbi ng c haracteri s t i c s .  S haft runout  and 
vibration u p  to 10  m i ls should not affect the brush per­
formance ,  wear particles should not interfere with bear­
ings or with the oiling syste m .  Accidental reverse rota­
tion should not damage the brush , and any mode of 
failure or excess wear should not be  capable to damage 
the mach ine or requi re plant s h utdown . Thi s  i s  ev i ­
dently not an easy design job , and i t  would  be beyond 
the scope of t h i s  presentat ion to  descr ibe s u ch ar­
rangements i n  detai l .  H owever ,  s u i table designs have 
been developed and tests for current-transfer capabi l­
i ty ,  h eat ,  wear, etc. are in progres s ,  u s i n g  a specially 
designed test apparatus to s imulate actual  field condi­
tions .  
Remember that  brush fai lure  i s  very l ikely to caus e  
severe shaft-current damage, i n  a v ery short t i m e ,  forc­
ing a shutdown . 
• Theoretically it would  be necessary to i nstall at least two 
sets of brushes ( = 4) on each mach i n e  in the tra i n .  
H owever ,  on t h e  average trouble job th i s  c a n  h ardly be 
accompli shed during a s ingle shutdown p eriod . There­
fore ,  a run will u s u ally be made with only a few brushes  
i n  service . It  may well turn out  that  the  brushes  keep 
the damage u nder reasonable control ,  at least unti l  de­
magnet izat ion can b e  sch edu led . If n o t ,  addit ional  
brushes  may have to be provided .  
DE MAGNETIZATION O F  CASING AND ROTOR 
Thi s  is the only sure-fire solution .  It must  be performed by 
specialis t s .  Great  care must  be  taken to avoid damage which 
may be caused by the very h i gh currents whi ch must be passed 
through the components,  the currents bein g  s everal  thousand 
ampere s .  I f  th i s  i s  not carefully done i t  may leave burned spots 
on crit ical areas . The connections should never be made at a 
journal,  seal surface , coupling taper ,  or on a p art mounted o n  
the shaft ,  l i k e  a d i sk or coupling .  The rotor s h ould be  removed 
i f  at all  poss ible , or  bearings and s eals must b e  protected 
agains t  accidental current damage .  
TYPICAL CASE HISTORIE S 
In order to clarifY this  very prevalen t  problem and help 
analyze the failures  that occurred, t he two actual cases  are 
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i nvestigate d .  
F igures 4 a n d  5 are included t o  po int  o u t  two very severe 
cases  of s haft current induced fai lu re s .  Thi s  beari ng i s  remark­
able because i t  has some very well developed, h eavy spark 
tracking, e specially in  the upper half shell .  Also, there is pro­
nounced electric discharge machining (E D M )  extending into 
the steel backing, at "A" .  Also remarkable are the well de­
veloped spark tracks at "B"  which are located in  the 0 . 030'' 
deep relief area .  
There are some mechanical scratches ,  but  = 80% of the 
damage i s  caused by sparking.  Note the extreme sparking at  
the p re ssure dam , with some t racks about 1 / 1 6" wide , at "C",  
while frost ing i s  only slight .  
T h i s  machine operated for = 10 years with a few occa­
s ional problems ,  until an o il -whirl developed,  i nitiating the 
curre nt discharges and consequent self-excitation . In  Figure 5,  
the bearing at the exhaust end, note the rainbow-hued discol­
oration at the bottom end of tracks and in  the E D M  areas . 
Case History # 1  
Ammonia  plan t .  A i r  compressor u n i t .  Approx i m ately 
Figure 4 A & B .  Dam-type bearing of turbine, steam end, 
refrigeration compressor damage caused by magnetic currents . 
( = 7,000 HP/11,500 RPM). 
16, 000 H P .  5 , 600 RPM at the low pressure end,  geared to 
9 , 900 RPM at the h igh pressure com12ressor . 
The unit ran for approximately seven years without any 
diagnosed case  of shaft current damage . At that t i m e  an oil 
whi rl developed in the h igh -pressure compressor ,  and it was 
also noted that one of the thrust shoes of the h i gh -pressure 
compressors had coined into the thrust bearing cas i n g  to a 
depth of approximately 0 . 100'' , and on the I D  thi s  same thrust 
shoe was dragging on the shaft . Oth e r  thrust shoes also s howed 
indications of dragging and of coin ing into the casing ,  but not to 
the same extent .  It  was noted that there was s trong h e at d i scol­
oration in  the coined areas , but the reason for thi s  was not 
properly diagnosed at the t ime ,  and the presence of shaft cur­
rents was not recognized.  The thrust  shoe situation was cor­
rected by mach ining the OD of the shaft sleeve , to clea r  the 
thrust shoes .  The oil  whi rl was corrected by means of properly 
fitting the sleeve type bearings,  and tilt shoe bearings were 
installed at a later date . The mach i n e  was placed in operation.  
Within less than one month the unit  had to be shut down 
again because of abnormal gear noise and v ibratio n ,  and in­
creasing shaft v ibrations . S haft current frost ing was noted on 
the journal bearings and j ou rnals of the h i gh -pressure case ,  
and in  all bearings and journals in  t h e  gear, including t h e  thrust 
bearing .  The damage was severe at  the h igh -pressure i nboard 
bearing, and at the gear thrust .  The coupling between the 
low-pressure  compressor  and t h e  bull  gear was  s e v e rely 
E D M 'd ,  the teeth having worked i nto each other  to a depth of 
approximately W' . The teeth of the main gear were severely 
damaged by shaft currents .  
Especially notable was  the  s evere fros ting  of the gear 
j ournals and the fact that some jou rnals were frosted only on V2 
of their ci rcumference . The gear journals of both the bull gear 
and pinion had many axial lines of frosting across the entire 
width of the journal and continu ing under the o i l  s eals , but 
with a gap between the journal and o i l  s eal area;  in  other words 
the frost ing was only present under the close-contact region s .  
It  h a d  b e e n  reported t h a t  t h e  orbits a n d  vibrat ion readings 
as well as gap readings on several locations of the unit looked 
abnormal and kept changing.  These  vibration measurements 
were made with non-contact probes .  
Figure 5 .  Details of exhaust-end bearing (same turbine as Fig­
ure 4 ) .  
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The followin g  new components were installed :  
• N e w  gear box; new coupling ;  new h i gh -pressure com­
pressor rotor ; new compressor bearings ;  using tilt-shoe 
bearings at the couplin g  end of the h igh-pressure case . 
Shaft brush prov i s ions were installed at three locations 
on the train :  at  the outboard of the turbine,  on the 
coupling of the low pressure compressor (next to the 
gear) , and at the outboard end of the h i gh -pressure 
compressor .  
The unit  was then placed i n  normal operation ,  and an 
attempt was made to measure shaft voltages .  N o  voltage was 
detected,  and i t  was decided not to lower the brushes onto the 
shaft .  Periodic voltage readings were taken , but there ap­
peared to be  no voltage on the shaft . 
During a shutdown for the installation of tilt-shoe bearings 
on the H PC outboard end it was again noted that the journals 
on the high-pressure case were frosted halfway around the 
ci rcumference , and so was the shaft under the thrust bearing 
oil  seals . 
For the second t ime an attempt was made to measure 
static currents , by means of a "s tatic gun " ,  but no  static current 
whatsoever was indicated on the end of the h igh -pressure 
compressor shaft . 
A survey of rotat ing magnetic fields was mad e ,  using the 
phone pickup/tape recorder method described above . It  was 
found that strong rotatin g  fields existed in the .low-pressure 
compressor,  and i n  the low speed couplings at both ends . Also, 
at the turbine exhaust and at the bull gear bearings . These 
s ignals were of low-speed running frequency . In th e h igh 
speed portion of the train s i gnals were noted at the pinion shaft 
and at the h i gh -pressure cas ing .  These  were at h igh-speed 
shaft running frequency . 
The shaft voltages were not checked for a couple of weeks , 
and then it was suddenly discovered that an alternating current 
was present,  the voltage being approximately + 1 00 volts to - 9  
volts ,  see Figu re 6 .  A t  this  point the brushes were lowered . 
H owever, extensive damage had already occurred ,  and the 
machine had to be shut down becaus e  of an apparent gear 
thrust fai lu re .  The total running time was about 12  month s .  
It  was found that ,  on one o f  t h e  thrust faces of t h e  gear, 
approximately 50 mi ls of babbitt had then been lost, due to 
E DM (there was no wiping) and also the re was fai rly extens ive 
frosting on many other components of the unit .  I t  appears that 
the voltage was grounding through the gear thrust bearing at 
the time of the zero shaft voltage measurements , and as the 
thrust bearin g  damage progressed ,  ground was lost and the 
shaft voltage level i ncreased ,  probably grounding at some 
other locat ion .  I t  can be seen that the absence of voltage on the 
shaft i s  no guarantee that no  currents flow, and therefore 
brushes should always be used,  at all t imes ,  and they should be 
monitored continuously.  
The only reason for the damage not being more extensive 
was the fact that  the locked couplin gs of bull  gear and pinion 
apparently kept the gear approxim ately centered between the 
severely damaged thrust  bearings . 
The unit  was opened and it was found that  the turbine  
rotor had  a field of  1 5  Gauss at both ends  of the shaft . The 
other components did not have fields of thi s  strength , i nclud­
ing also the gear and compressor rotors . Apparently,  most of 
the magnetic excitation was coming fro m  the turb ine  rotor. I t  
was  now attempted to demagnetize the rotor i n  the casing ,  
which required a current of several  thousand amperes .  The 
magnetism was reduced to + 6  Gauss at one end and - 5  Gauss 
at the other. Thi s  was the best that could be done with out rotor 
removal. 
At a later time the components of the train were more 
thoroughly demagnetized,  and brushes were always kept in 
operation .  Severe damage due to shaft currents was not ex­
perienced again with thi s  uni t .  
It  was i nteresting t o  note that the 100 volt alternating 
current at running frequency appeared at both ends of the 
tra in ,  but that the center brush did not indi cate a h igh voltage ,  
although a s trong spark could be  drawn with  a grounded wire , 
at that point .  If one of the brushes  was grounded at any point 
of the tra in ,  the voltages d isappeared at all  other  points of the 
tra in also .  I n  other words , if  t h e  low p r e s s u r e  end was 
grounded, the 1 00 volt AC voltage at the h igh pressure end 
would also disappear,  and v ice versa . Obviously,  the  currents 
had to travel the full length of the train (about 60 ft . )  to do thi s .  
Thi s  case  h istory i s  interestin g  because i t  shows many typ­
ical  symptoms  of shaft currents and, especially ,  because of the 
presence of the gear . The downtim e  of the plant and the eco­
nomic losses  due to this  problem were quite  s ignifican t .  In 
other cases damage was of s imi lar s everity, or worse ,  but many 
of the typ ical symptoms of the electromagnetic type of current 
are quite well i llustrated in thi s  particular case h i story . 
Case History #2 
S y n ga s  C o m p r e s so r  T r ai n ,  app r o x im at e l y  4 0 , 00 0  
HP/1 1 , 000 RPM . Two turbines ,  two centrifugal compressors . 
This compre ssor unit  operated for about 9 years and ex­
perienced many fai lures  of couplings ,  compressor seal s ,  thrust 
bearings ,  and main bearings.  In retrospect it can b e  said that 
most of these fai lures were init iated by shaft current damage . 
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Figure 6 .  Oscilloscope Traci ngs of AC Type Shaft Currents. 
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F i n al ly ,  a t h o r o u gh inspect ion  was performed d u r i n g  a 
scheduled turnaround. S trong magnetic fields and extensive 
shaft current damage were fou nd. Figure 7 shows a summary 
of the findings. M any vital components had e ither failed or 
failure was i m m i ne nt,  over-all damage level was extremely se­
vere and very extens ive.  There was a pronounced orientation 
of the m agnetic fi elds i n  the 6 : 00/1 2 : 00 plane throughout the 
train. Magne tic  fields were found on most parts. There was bad 
frosting on the low pressure compressor thrust bearing at the 
1 :00 plane o nly. Components of the thrust bearing assembly 
had spot-welded together. The thrust collar was welded to the 
shaft s houlder and to the retaining nut. Wel ding h ad also oc­
curred between the s haft OD and the ID of the thrust compo-
nents. These welds were local spots ,  with s ign ificant m etal 
transfe r  from one component to the other. During d isassem­
bly ,  the mating surface s  were  badly tom. 
F igures 8 and 9 show the bearings that were affected 
greatly by the generated shaft currents. In F igure 8 frost ing i s  
medium t o  severe. The thrust capability was s ign ificantly 
reduced. The area  near #3 land was overheated. Note the 
land discoloration, yellow blush ( = 450°F) on steel next to land 
#3. Thrust fai lure was imminent. 
Observe that thrust contact was not uniform , lands No. 1 
and 3 carrying most of the load . This is a basic problem with 
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Figure 7. Map Showing Magnetism, Failure Location and Severity. 
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Land #1 : S evere spark frosting, most of the oil wedge is 
lost .  Heat discoloration (=  375°F) and babbitt cracking from 
excessive load. 
Land #2: A few isolated, light pits ,  over entire surface ,  
heavy pitting a t  trailing OD .  Note that this pad and #5 carried 
much less load than # 1, #3, and #4. This is a result of manufac­
turing defects ,  these pads being slightly lower than 1, 3, and 4 .  
There are several small spark tracks at  the leading O D .  At  
least some of the  gouging and pitting at the  end of the  o i l  groove 
between #2 and #3 appears to be caused by sparking. In this 
case all gouging is in the babbitt, making positive identification 
difficult. Sometimes the damage extends into the underlying 
steel, which clearly identifies sparking. 
Land #3: Badly frosted and overheated near OD. This pad 
was ready to fail at the slightest provocation. Moderate spark-
tracking, especially at leading OD,  with well-defined melting 
and pitting at the bottom of the grooves .  
Land #4: Medium-to-heavy frosting a t  the end  of the taper. 
Several small, but well developed tracks show the often ob­
served "step-pattern" ,  i . e .  the track follows rotation , then steps 
sideways and continues in direction of rotation .  M any branches 
and burn holes can be seen .  An interesting group is at the center 
of the pad, % towards the O D ,  at the end of the remaining 
tapered land (not visible in photos) . There are also many 
mechanical scratches (foreign particles) of no significance with 
respect to shaft currents , except that some tracks s tart at such 
scratches .  
The radial depression near the center of the pad is caused 
by a salvaged manufacturing error (oil groove cut at wrong 
location) . I t  greatly reduces thrust capability . 
Land #5: Similar to #2 .  
Figure 8 A & B .  Tapered-land thrust plate, steam turbine, magnetic currents (40,000 HP/11,000 RPM Train). 
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fixed-geometry bearings, as compared to equalized-shoe de­
s ign . 
Figure 9A shows the shoe surlace of the thrust bearing. 
Note the many medium size spark tracks with branches .  There 
is also a "spider web" pattern near the center of this shoe , 
which is not well visible in the photograph . All these very fine 
lines are deep spark tracks . Frosting is mild and of very fine 
texture, covering almost the entire surlace of this shoe . The 
dark spot at the outside diameter of the trailing edge is burned 
oil from excessive load on the thrust shoe , indicating impend­
ing thrust failure . The shiny, unidentified markings are caused 
by handling damage after removal of the shoe . Figure 9B 
shows a burn at the shoe to back up plate contact point. This is 
a relatively small bum, but it indicates significant current 
transfer. Minor spark burns were noted at the thrust button . 
Of particular interest was the very severe frosting and spot 
welding at the contact surfaces of many of the oil bushing seals 
of the compressors . E D M  was severe at several seal faces ,  with 
1 to 5 mils of metal removed .  There were deep burn holes ,  and 
the spot welded areas had again metal transfer between parts, 
which resulted in tearing during disassembly. There can be no 
doubt that these seals had been completely immobilized. 
The high-pressure compressor bearing at the thrust end 
had a frosting pattern as shown in Figure 3c. This bea1ing had 
run only for two weeks, after a shaft-current induced failure 
which caused a plant shutdown. The high pressure compressor 
had a history of severe, locked-seal induced oil whirl, the vibra­
tion amplitude reaching 4 . 5  mils ,  with a predominant fre­
quency at 47% of running speed.  The bearings in this unit were 
of the tilt-shoe type .  
Only the high-pressure turbine was opened,  and the rotor 
was replaced . Please note that the damage as recorded in Fig­
ure 7 was experienced with the old h igh-pressure turbine rotor, which had only 2 to 4 Gauss residual magnetism . The rotor 
rotor installed at this turnaround had up to 1 1  Gauss at the 
shroud of the blading. We had no way to estimate the level of 
magnetism of the low-pressure turbine and of the compressors . 
However ,  there were indications that especially the low­
pressure turbine was heavily magnetized.  
Because of t ime limitations and difficulties in locating a 
capable demagnetizing crew, none of the components of this 
train were demagnetized.  However, new shaft brushes were 
installed at both ends of the train, similar to the arrangement 
shown in Figure l. These brushes should have operated satis­
factorily because two brushes were used at each location, and 
the surlace velocities were low. Also, the brush resistance and 
condition were periodically checked and found to be satisfac­
tory . Brush wear was negligible .  Two other brushes had been 
installed, on the shaft at each turbine, near the journals .  The 
surlace velocity at these locations was approximately 250 ft/sec. 
However, it was not possible to obtain a polished, perfectly 
round surlace at these locations ,  because of prexious damage . 
Both of these brushes failed at startup, with considerable heat 
generation ,  and the adjacent bearings failed also. It is not 
clearly understood why these bearings failed,  it could have 
been that the c urrents being generated were extremely high ,  
or  that the rough surlace caused sufficient heating to  fail the 
bearings . This latter possibility seems very remote, because  of 
the amount of cooling oil flowing through the bearing and along 
the shaft . After the unit was placed in operation, several 
additional component fuilures occurred, and when the machine 
was inspected after approximately one year of operation ,  it was 
reported that the shaft current  damage was as bad, or worse, 
than previously. 
It seems that the shaft brushes at both ends of the train 
did not have a m easurable beneficial effect, although these 
brushes were in excellent operating condition. Unless the 
entire unit is very thoroughly demagnetized, this unit  will re­
main to be unreliable , with a poor prospect for its availability. 
We do not know the cause of the original magnetic fields 
which, without a doubt, caused self-excitation and magnetiza­
tion of the rotor system .  M ost likely these magnetic fields 
resulted from omission of demagnetization after magnetic par­
ticle inspection .  This was verified . Also ,  there is a s trong possi­
bility that field welding was performed on the unit . 
PART II 
This part of the paper deals with electromagnetic gener­
ated shaft currents and not electrostatic generated shaft cur­
rents .  For the latter the cause and remedy are more straight 
9A S hoe Surface 
9B Burn at Shoe-to-Backup-Plate Contact Point 
Figure 9 A & B. Syngas compressor thrust shoe, damage caused 
by magnetic shaft currents (40,000 HP/11,000 RPM Train) . 
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forward and are usually related to an electric by-product of 
mechanical process . The former, on the other hand, can be 
very evasive both as to cause and remedy. 
Two types of magnetic field sources to be considered are :  
(1 )  Residual magnetism remaining in a previously magnetized 
component and (2) electromagnetically induced magnetism .  
The latter i s  usually associated with electric machinery ,  how­
ever, there is evidence that it occurs under certain circum­
stances in mechanical equipment as well .  Also ,  both (1 )  and (2) 
can occur s imultaneously and may, in some instances ,  reinforce 
one another . The magnetic field in machine parts may or may 
not cause problems ,  depending on its orientation, the available 
paths for the magnetic field and the ensuing electric current . 
Obviously, a major problem develops when shaft and bearing 
currents reach levels which cause electrical arcing and erosion . 
Magnetism can originate from many different causes ex­
tending from use of welders ,  magnetic tools ,  lifting magnets to 
simple concentration of the earth's field. As an example of this ,  
on early self-excited D . C .  electric generators unless some re­
s idual magnetism existed in the field structure, the voltage 
would refuse the build up.  It was not uncommon for the instal­
ler to align the field frame for favorable orientation of the 
earth's  field, then to strike it with sledge hammer, thus align­
ing and magnetizing the field poles .  Following this the voltage 
would build up as desired. 
Residual magnetic fields exist in some degree in all mate­
rials .  The orientation and location of residual magnetic forces 
depend upon the magnetizing medium and the "magnetic 
hardness" of the m aterial . Under consideration here are those 
fields of sufficient strength and of proper orientation to cause 
damage to rotating machinery. 
A simple example of a machine rotor resting in beaiings on 
a baseplate , Figure 10, i s  used to illu strate various field and 
current configurations. In this example an elementary and 
perhaps most effective magnetizing method is  illustrated .  The 
current , I, could originate from a direct current field welding 
machine .  The current path depends upon where the welder 
places his ground electrode with respect to his work, plus the 
electr ical current return path whether it be through the 
machine base, rebar or other. In this example the resulting flux 
path is  substantially closed, there being but two non-magnetic 
bearing gaps in the path. Once the welding is complete current 
I ceases to flow; however, residual magnetic force may have 
been induced into components in the magnetic circuit .  The 
amount of residual magnetic fOrce remaining depends on the 
field s trength peak level caused by the welder current plus the 
"magnetic hardness" of the component. In the example, as­
sume the shaft to be "hard" and the frame to be "soft" magnet-
....__ -
Figure 10. Field and Current Configurations in a Simp le 
Machine Rotor in Bearings on a Baseplate .  
ically, and that because of  cross  section area differences ,  the 
peal flux densities imposed by the welder were 15 kilogauss 
and 6 kilogauss respectively . An example of the magnetic hys­
teresis curve and residual magnetism is shown on Figure 1 1 .  
For both the rotor and the frame zero initial residual i s  as­
sumed. Thus as the welder current grows , the magnetic field 
progresses to the maximum point "A". The rotor and frame 
magnetic hardness levels are proportional to the "open eye" 
areas of the hysteresis curves .  As the welder  current decays , 
the magnetic operating point falls to the residual value B8 . It  
will remain here unle ss there is  an alteration in the magnetic 
current. Such an alteration would be removing the rotor from 
the stator. In this event the residual field operation would drop 
to a location such as point "D" .  On reassembling of the rotor 
the stator magnetic operation would rise to a point at or slightly 
below the original B8 following a minor hysteresis curve . Note 
that for the magnetically hard rotor, substantial residual (B8) 
exists relative to the magnetically soft stator . 
In the above example, a residual magnetic force "F", 
which i s  proportional to "- HC" remains and substains flux 
through the shaft, bearings and frame.  Since the source of 
magnetism is in the shaft, the magnetic field will rotate with the 
shaft and unipolar voltage is generated into the bearing shell, 
or in the case of anti-friction bearings, in the ball s ,  rollers and 
outer race . Localized circulating currents (iL) tend to circulate 
depleting somewhat the level of generated potential as shown 
in Figure 12. Still, as evidence confirms , sufficient voltage 
exists across  the bearing to cause o il film electric breakdown, 
current (i8) flow and ero sion.  Actual breakdown is a function of 
the oil film clearances ,  oil conductivity and dielectric break­
down plus p resence of impurities or discontinuities in the oil 
film area. 
If the magnetic properties of the frame and the rotor are 
interchanged in the above example, the following occurs . As­
suming a residual magnetic force to exist in the frame and 
substantially none to exist in the rotor, the same phenomena 
occurs in reverse and the voltage generator action is  the same 
as that of the conventional brush type homopolar electric 
generator.  In this case ,  the magnetic field is fixed in location 
with the stator and the rotor turns as an electric conductor in 
the field. The re sulting generator is that shown on Figure 13. 
Here localized currents, if they can exists, circulate within the 
shaft while the bearing o il film breakdown currents follow a 
return path in the bearing shell .  
As can be realized, residual magnetic forces in the rotor 
and stator can result in combined effects as described above 
with a good poss ibility that the e mfs are additive around the 
bearing current path caus ing earlier or more destructive bear­
ing problems .  
The magnetic forces and resulting field tend to  become 
higher or larger equipment. This is believed to result from the 
longer "magnetically hard" components plus the relatively 
small reluctance path offered to the magnetic field by the bear­
ing and other path non-magnetic components . In such cases 
presence of a non-magnetic component in the flux series path 
may be insufficient to reduce fields to non-destructive levels . 
This is believed to be the case for Figure 3c where a non­
magnetic copper shell did not eliminate damage . Placement of 
electric current brushes at both edges of the bearing shell 
could, in some instances ,  shunt currents around the oil film in 
case of sleeve type bearings . Positive, low-resistance contact 
must be maintained between the brush and the shaft , and this 
is very often a problem ,  especially in an oil environment. In 
anti-friction bearings, currents do not flow in a s imple path but 
are affected by the ever changing relationships of balls and 
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Figu re 1 1 .  Magnetic Hysteresis Curve and Residual !'vfag­
netism. 
races .  This accounts for "f1uting" often observed on these com­
ponents . 
An additional bctor, difficult to e valuate but certainlv 
present,  i s  the occurrence of unusually large voltage across th� 
oil  fllm caused by the inductive e ffect of the current path . This  
could well  account  for film breakdown where oil film res istance 
and dielectric strength are somewhat h igh .  As has been ob­
served, susta ining o r  cascading of m agnetic fields occu r  e spe­
cially on larger o r  long trains of components . This i s  believed to 
be caused in a manner s imila r  to se lf�excitecl D.  C .  generators .  
Figure 14 i s  an example of how this could occur .  The basic 
requirement  for t h i s  to  occur  is that  generated currents  
enci rcle the magnetic field path , i ncreasing even hnther  the 
level  of m agneti s m .  This  i s  a function of the m echanical config­
uration of t he rotor, stator and base assembly. The same effect 
.. 
LRft Hand Beari ng  
Illustrated Only .  
Fig11 1·e .12 .  Loca/i::..ed Circulating Currents. 
Left Hand Bearing 
Illustrated O nly . 
Figure 13 .  Locali:.cd Circulating Currents with Residual Rotor 
Magnetism. 
occurs if localized rotor circulatory currents accumulate and 
spiral around the rotor exterior surface clown the shaft length in 
th i s  case reinforcing the res idual rotor axial and residual mag­
netic fi elds . 
The s econd type of s haft currents to b e  d i scussed are those 
indicated hy electromagnetic induction and are alternating 
flelds and currents ,  as opposed to those previously covered, 
which are pr imarily direct fields and currents . Those to be 
d i sc ussed here,  while u sually associated with A .  C. e lectrical 
m achinery, occur in mechan ical equipment as well . In one 
case,  A . C .  magnetic flux flow i s  shown i n  F igure 10 where i t  
passes through t h e  rotor, beming a n d  frame . In  t h e  second 
case,  induced electric c urrent flows a s  i s  shovvn in Figure 15. In 
this  latter case bearing currents exist over the enti re  bearin g  
s urface as opposed to end concentration s .  
Typical sources for t h e  electromagnetic fields and currents 
are d iscontinuit ies i n  the magnetic circuit .  These  are well 
docu m ented i n  l i terature on A. C .  electric m achines but  apply 
equally to m echanical e quipment which have pulsating mag-
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Figure 1 4 . Indt1ctire Effect of the Generated Currents. 
netic fields linking a bearing current circuit. Often these are 
inherent to the u nit construction and cannot be corrected. It  is 
for this reason that manufacturers have on larger units adopted 
the practice of insulating electrically key bearings . This breaks 
the otherwise low resistance path for flow of shaft currents . 
Another corrective measure has been the use of grounding 
brushes at the edge of the bearings which are not insulated. As 
is mentioned previously ,  the uncertainty of low resistance 
brush contact makes this correction somewhat unreliable .  
The case of electromagnetically induced flux in the shaft 
(Figure 10) a pulsation of the unipolar generated current oc-
Figure 15 .  Efj(:ct of Induced Alternating  Current. 
curs as discus sed previously but at the frequency of elec­
tromagnetic inductions .  This occurs in electrical machinery 
typically because of current encircling the shaft or frame mag­
netic c ircuit. I t  can usually be overcome by making electrical 
connections to prevent the interlinking of e lectrical and mag­
netic circuits . Insertion of a non-magnetic m ember into the 
flux path may not be adequate to prevent damaging fields , 
depending upon the effective reluctance imposed in the mag­
netic circuit . 
Obvious corrections for reducing bearing currents as dis­
cussed above may or may not work. The exact source and 
character of the bas ic shaft currents are sometimes difficult to 
determine. f,fagnetic Held measurements made external to the 
unit can sometime give guidance . Often this m easured field i s  
unrelated or not indicative of the fields that exist with the 
bearings, seals or other close running componen ts .  It is best to 
make measurements in the affected area plus the suspected 
return path areas where higher f1ux densities would exist .  If 
the Held i s  direct, resulting fi·om residual magnetic force and 
does not ch;mge or increase with operation, there is a good 
chance that it  can be reduced to a level of minimum damage 
through demagnetization. This can be accomplished by induc­
ing magnetic fields in excess of the saturation value s  alternately 
in the positive and negative directions ever decreasing the 
magnetizing strength. 
This ,  in efTect cycle s residual magnetism of the hys­
teresis loop of F igure l lA to ever decreasing sized loops until 
the origin is  reached . This may be all that is  needed .  If 
additional magnetism is induced as i s  discussed above , physical 
alterations of the magne tic circuit may be required so a low 
level of flux passes through the bearing even though a residual 
of e lectromagnetic source of field force s till exists .  
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